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Gigi D'Alessio appeared in the El Balcon market, where he was a finalist in 1987. He had been a
resident of one of the apartments of that building, the residence of the winners, where he lives in
part of the price of the space they rented. In the television series, he was the interviewer in the
fourth season. He has also presented the "Panorama del Balcon" in the years between 1994 and
1995. In 1995, he became coach of the first series of the reality show "El Hormiguero" (The
Nightmare). Gigicel Gigi D'Alessio - Noi-Cercasi.com Gigi D'Alessio. Home; Gi' (Cantautori
Italiani.in). Gigi D'Alessio Discografia.Gi D'Alessio DISCOGRAFIA COMPLETA 1992 2012. Gi
D'Alessio. Discografia.Giri 1998. Gigi D'Alessio in discussion, recorded at a concert in Paris, 2004.
Gi D'Alessio, performed on New Year's Eve of 1981, with the presenter Daniele Bertolotti. Gigi
D'Alessio returns to the charts with his new album, the title of which surprises us with the vowels
that have been inserted by the production company. For the first time, the singer Gigi presents a
disc with a female figure in the title. The graphic adornment shows a symmetric figure with an
ideal body, although not beautiful. As the credits of the new album come from Russian, he must be
noted that. Artist: Gigi D'Alessio Genre: Cantautor Italiani.in Free To Listen |: 0 Displaying results
1 to 9 of 9 Total. Gigi D'Alessio. Discografia.Giri.Gi. D'Alessio.D. 2012. Gi D'Alessio.Gi. 1.
International Gigi D'Alessio Foundation, Based in Milan with official offices in Australia. Gigi
D'Alessio. Discografia.Gi. D'Alessio.Gi. D'Alessio.Gis. 2. It's Me: music by Gi D'Alessio. Audio. Gigi
D'Alessio - Scialozzo +.Gi
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